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Small Talk®
Intermediate to Adult Intermediate
A collection that focuses on
language functions such as asking
for and responding with informa-
tion, making plans, and expressing
likes and dislikes. Each unit fo-
cuses on a particular function,
making the book easy to use. The
cassette features live music by
renowned jazz performers.

Small Talk
434220-4 Student Book $14.95
434639-0 Chant Cassette $17.50
438068-2 Chants CD $21.95
434638-2 Exercises Cassette $17.50
438609-0 Exercises CD $21.95

Jazz Chants

Let's Chant,
Let's Sing

Carolyn Graham
Beginning
Let's Chant, Let's Sing is
a six-level series of de-
lightful chants and songs
that help children to learn
and review basic struc-
tures and expressions in a
fun and natural way.
Let's Chant, Let's Sing
contains:
♦ All of the songs and chants from Let's Go,
plus brand-new ones.
♦ Musical notation for teachers and students
who read music.
♦ Extension activities for additional practice.
♦ Cassettes and Compact Discs of the songs
and chants, including music-only (karaoke) ver-
sions of the songs.
Let's Chant, Let's Sing
434648-X Book 1 $  7.50
434649-8 Cassette 1 $17.50
434688-9 CD 1 $21.95
434652-8 Book 2 $  7.50
434653-6 Cassette 2 $17.50
434689-7 CD 2 $21.95
434753-2 Book 3 $  7.50
434754-0 Cassette 3 $17.50
434755-9 CD 3 $21.95
434894-6 Book 4 $  7.50
434895-4 Cassette 4 $17.50
434896-2 CD 4 $21.95
435887-9 Book 5 $  7.50
435888-7 Cassette 5 $17.50
435893-3 CD 5 $21.95
435889-5 Book 6 $  7.50
435890-9 Cassette 6 $17.50
435894-1 CD 6 $21.95

Jazz Chants®
Intermediate to Adult Intermediate
This original collection of
chants and poems published in
1978, teaches a variety of
language structures and func-
tions. Teacher's notes on
pronunciation, language points,
and presentation ideas ensure
the effectiveness of this imagi-
native text.
Jazz Chants®

Grammarchants
Intermediate to Adult Intermediate
In this lively review of basic
American English grammar
structures, the text and cas-
sette work together to illustrate
the striking difference between
the written word and its spoken
form. The focus on structures
makes Grammarchants a
perfect companion to Small
Talk, which teaches language
functions.

502407-9 Student Book $14.95
502410-9 Cassette $17.50
438605-8 CD $21.95

Grammarchants
434236-0 Student Book $14.95
434641-2 Cassette $17.50
438604-X CD $21.95

Let's Go Starter
Ritsuko Nakata and Karen Frazier
Beginning
The introductory level to Let's Go, featuring
songs and chants by Carolyn Graham. It can be
used with the new and original edition of the
series. The Starter level of Let's Go introduces
pre-kindergarten and kindergarten children to the
alphabet, basic phonics, and simple language
structures through colorful pictures and cheerful
songs and chants.
Let's Go Starter
435290-0 Student Book Starter $12.95
435292-7 Teacher's Book Starter $16.95
435291-9 Workbook Starter $  7.75
435293-5 Cassette Starter $17.50
435861-5 Audio CD Starter $21.95
435895-X Student Cards Starter $12.95
435294-3 Teacher Cards Starter $49.95
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Let’s Talk
Let's Talk is a communicative
speaking and listening course in
American English designed to
develop oral communication
skills. It includes a variety of
engaging and innovative topics
that encourage students to
express their feelings, ideas, and
opinions.
What's New
By popular demand, Let's Talk

Communication/Listening-Speaking

has been thoroughly revised. A lower level and an
upper level have been added to provide a complete
three-level series. Let's Talk 1 is for students at
the high-beginning to low-intermediate level. Let's
Talk 2 is for students at the intermediate level.
Let's Talk 3 is for students at the high-intermedi-
ate level.
New features of the second edition:
♦Photos and illustrations have been updated.
♦A special Self-study section, including a free Self-
study Audio CD, provides additional listening
activities.
♦A Grammar reference section offers language
support.
♦Unit review sections now contain a greater vari-
ety of puzzles.
Level 1
776953CA Student Book 1: High Begin $20.00
776945CA Teacher Book $22.00
776937CA Cassettes (2) $41.00
009413CA Audio CDs (2) $41.00
Level 2
750741CA Student Book 2: Low Interm $20.00
75075XCA Teacher Book $22.00
750768CA Cassettes (2) $41.00
750776CA Audio CDs (2) $41.00
Level 3
776929CA Student Book #: Interm $20.00
776910CA Teacher Book $22.00
776902CA Cassettes (2) $41.00
009421CA Audio CDs (2) $41.00
53156XCA Testing Packet $32.00

Listening Tasks
For Intermediate

Students of
American English

Sandra Schecter
Listening Tasks is designed
for students who need to
understand authentic En-
glish spoken at normal
speed in everyday situa-
tions. Practical topics, such

as calling about an apartment, catching a plane,
and finding out what's going on in town, make the
material interesting and motivating.
The Cassette contains improvised dialogs, tele-
phone exchanges, public address announcements,
and other short recordings of spontaneous, natural
speech. Related reading and writing tasks are
provided as follow-up.
278988CA Student's Book $20.00
27897XCA Teacher's Manual $21.00
262585CA Cassette $23.00

On the Air!
Listening to Radio Talk

Catherine Sadow, Edgar Sather
On the Air! captures students'
attention by using authentic and
provocative radio programs from
National Public Radio and
WRKO, Boston.
Topics range from an informal
chat to a lively discussion of
parking in Tokyo to an interview with former Presi-
dent Jimmy Carter.
Each chapter prepares students to listen by provid-
ing background information and pre-listening
activities, such as dictations and thematic discus-
sions.
Chapters are carefully graded, with early chapters
providing the right amount of challenge for low-
intermediate students to progress to the interme-
diate and high-intermediate levels.
657474CA Student's Book $22.00
657466CA Teacher Manual $  7.50
657458CA Cassettes (3) $56.00

Speaking Naturally
Communication Skills in American English

Bruce Tillitt, Mary Newton Bruder, High-Beginning to Low-Intermediate
Speaking Naturally is for students learning to make appropriate linguistic choices in a
variety of situations. Each unit focuses on a language function, such as asking for informa-
tion, thanking, complimenting, and inviting. Readings explain the cultural "rules" students
need to know in real-life situations. Short recorded dialogs expose students to a range of
American accents. Structured exercises as well as freer role plays, often involving pairs or
small groups, encourage interaction in the classroom.
271304CA Student's Book $21.00 250072CA Cassette $23.00
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Communication/Speaking
Clear Speech,

3rd Edition
The Clear Speech series
offers an innovative and
effective approach to teach-
ing pronunciation. By con-
centrating on those features
of English pronunciation that
contribute the most to intelli-
gibility – such as rhythm,
stress, and intonation – the
two books in this series help
students make significant
strides in their pronunciation
as well as their listening comprehension.  Compo-
nents Beginning to Low Intermediate.  Clear
Speech from the Start  Intermediate to High
Intermediate.
Clear Speech
543541CA Student Book $23.00
54355XCA Teacher RB $23.00
543568CA Cassettes (2) $56.00
543576CA CDs (3) $56.00
Clear Speech From the Start
63737XCA Student Book $20.00
63735XCA Teacher RB $23.00
637368CA Cassettes (3) $56.00
79966XCA Audio CDs (3) $56.00

Pronunciation
Pairs

An Introductory
Course for Students

of English
Ann Baker, Sharon Goldstein
Pronunciation Pairs is
designed to teach students
to recognize and produce
the sounds of American

English, providing practice with individual sounds,
word stress, intonation, and sound-spelling rela-
tionships. This comprehensive course covers the
most common problem areas in pronunciation,
using minimal pairs, dialogs, games, and listening
and speaking exercises. The book contains a
wealth of amusing illustrations to help students
understand the words used and to make the prac-
tice more interesting.
The Teacher's Manual contains extensive teaching
suggestions and ideas for further practice. A set of
four cassettes can be used in class or by students
working individually.
349729CA Student's Book $22.00
349737CA Teacher Manual $23.00
341671CA Cassettes (4) $71.00

Pronunciation Plus
Practice Through

Interaction
Martin Hewings, Sharon Goldstein
Pronunciation Plus helps inter-
mediate-level students of North
American English improve their
pronunciation of the

language through a variety of stimulating listening
and speaking tasks that address all of the impor-
tant topics in English pronunciation: individual
speech sounds, sounds in connected speech,
stress, rhythm, intonation, and spelling. Nearly
half of these tasks are done with a partner or in
small groups, giving students the opportunity to
interact with their classmates while practicing their
pronunciation. There is also an emphasis on com-
municative activities that allow students to talk
about and explore aspects of everyday life as they
learn.
577977CA Student's Book $22.00
577969CA Teacher's Manual $23.00
577950CA Cassettes (4) $71.00
785227CA Audio CDs (5) $71.00

You Said It!
Listening/Speaking

Strategies and
Activities

Mary Shepard Wong
You Said It! provides the kind
of learner-centered tasks that
students need to develop their
listening and speaking skills.
The text uses an ongoing story

line to weave together listening and speaking
activities. Students develop ten learner-centered
communicative projects.
♦Introduces vocabulary in new and various con-
texts through "Help with Vocabulary" boxes.
♦Highlights the most common expressions needed
in listening and speaking tasks.
♦"Useful Expressions" boxes.
♦Integrates the four skills, engages students in
purposeful communication, and teaches culture.
657865CA Student's Book $23.00
657857CA Teacher Manual $  7.50
658055CA Cassettes (2) $41.00
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Dictionaries/Idioms
Oxford Idioms,
NEW EDITION

Dictionary for learners of
English
Intermediate
A new edition of the Oxford
Learner's Dictionary of
English Idioms is enlarged
and updated to reflect the
English of the new millennium
This Dictionary contains:
♦10,000 frequently used idioms.
♦Simple definitions to help students understand
what the idioms mean.
♦Corpus-based examples to show how idioms are
used in everyday English.
♦Clear links to guide students to the idioms they
need.
♦Stress marks on the idioms to help pronuncia-
tion.
♦New study pages and exercises to give students
practice in using the most frequent idioms.
431545-2 Dictionary for Learners $18.95

101 Word Games
George P. McCallum
This book offers easy-to-follow
games for all ages and ability levels.
101 Word Games

Practice with Idioms
Ronald E. Feare
Intermediate-Advanced
This book is a comprehensive survey of high-
frequency idioms found in conversation. The text
offers students clues to the meaning of idiomatic
expressions from contextual information. A vari-
ety of exercises are included in each chapter to
reinforce and further explain each idiom. An
appendix of grammatical terms and categories is
also included.
502782-5 Practice with Idioms $16.95

Oxford Phrasal
Verbs, NEW

Dictionary for learners of English
Intermediate
A clear, easy-to-use dictionary to
help students with this essential
aspect of English. This dictionary
gives students the information
they need to both understand
and use over 5,000 common
phrasal verbs. This dictionary
contains:
♦Corpus-based examples on how idioms are used
in everyday English.
♦Related nouns, adjectives, and idioms which
derive from the phrasal verb.
♦Correct pronunciation and stress.
♦An invaluable guide to the meaning of the
adverbs and prepositions which are used to form
phrasal verbs, study pages, and photocopiable
exercises are included.
431543-6 Phrasal Verbs Dict. $18.95

502742-6 $12.95

The Dictionary of
Essential American

Slang
by Dr. Peter Tse
A pocket-sized reference for the
intermediate to advanced student
of American English. Has more than
1,600 common slang terms and
expressions. The author, an ESL
teacher with worldwide experience,

has included expressions seen in newspapers and
magazines, heard on radio, TV, and in daily con-
versations. Each term is presented with IPA
pronunciation, a definition in Standard English,
and a sample sentence to illustrate usage. Appro-
priate terms are cross-referenced. Each entry is
also rated (inoffensive to highly offensive) using a
numbering system from one to six.
9440296OP Book $12.95
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Dictionaries/Idioms

The first and best book of its kind;
more than 70,000 copies sold!
Contains ten lessons: "At School", "At
the Movies", "The New Car", "At
Work", and six others.
Special sections explore:
♦Commonly Used Initials (ASAP, IOU,
TLC, etc.).
♦Fruits and Vegetables Used in Slang

Street Talk-2:
Slang Used in Popular
American Television

Shows
The second book in the Street Talk
series examines the influence that
television has had on the American
lexicon.

Street Talk-3: The Best
of American Idioms.

An idiom is a phrase composed of two
or more words which has a meaning
that differs from the literal meaning of
the individual words. For example, to
be "on the level" has nothing to do
with horizontal

Street Talk-1:
How to Speak and

Understand American Slang

(apple of one's eye, to go bananas, etc.).
♦Body Parts Used in Slang (to twist one's arm, to
be all ears, etc.).
♦Car and On-The-Road Slang (bumper-to bumper,
jump-start, etc.).
♦Colors Used in Slang (green around the gills,
tickled pink, etc.).
♦Proper Names Used in Slang (Jack-of-all-trades,
lazy Susan, Peeping Tom, etc.).
...and much more!
More than 1,150 terms are compiled. Includes an
extensive chart of commonly used contractions and
a glossary.
If you want to learn how to speak English like a
native, this is THE book to start with.  270 pgs, 6"
by 9" softcover with illustrations.
9440008OP Book $16.95

Contains ten lessons including:
♦Slang Used in TV Comedies  ♦Slang Used in TV
Dramas  ♦Slang Used in TV News  ♦Slang Used in
Traffic Reports  ♦Teen/College Slang  ♦Surfer Slang
Special sections examine:
♦Entertainment Slang (green room, punch line,
etc.).
♦Popular Words and Expressions Taken from Sports
(to get to first base, to be neck-and-neck, etc.).
♦Rhyming Slang (double trouble, jet set, nitty
gritty, etc.).
♦Popular Teen and College Slang (to book, buffed
out, to nuke, etc.).
and much more.
Includes an extensive list of foreign words that
have been accepted into the English language
(gung ho, avant-garde, faux pas, etc.)
Contains close to 1,500 terms and expressions.
254 pgs, 6" by 9" softcover with illustrations.
9440067OP Book $16.95

alignment, but instead refers to a person who is
honest and sincere.
Approximately 300 popular idioms are presented in
fourteen chapters, including:
♦It's as Plain as the Nose on Your Face.
♦Bite Your Tongue!
♦A Bad Hair Day.
Special chapters cover:
♦Alliteration (knick-knack, criss cross, out-and-out,
etc.).
♦Repeating Words (eye-to-eye, over-and-over, so-
and-so, etc.).
♦Proverbs (when it rains it pours, live and let live,
etc.).
♦Survival Idioms and Phrases (Freeze! Put 'em
up!, etc.).
320 pgs, 6" by 9" softcover with illustrations.
9440121OP Book $18.95

Ya Gotta Know It!
Hania Hassan
This book is a complete, ad-
vanced course in American
slang.  Each lesson features
stimulating matchng exercises
and a series of classroom-tested
discussion questions that en-
courage students to develop

improved comprehension, appreciation for proper
context, and a comfotable speaking familiarity with
new slang vocabulary.  Reviews feature challenging
crossword puzzles to test student’s knowledge.  No
Teacher’s Guide or Student Workbook is necessary,
although an Answer key is provided.  Softcover,
240 pages w/illustrations.
187944027XOP Book $24.95
187944030XOP Cassette $12.50
1879440318OP CD $14.95
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Dictionaries/Idioms/Business
Biz Talk-1:

American Business
Slang and Jargon

Contains over one thousand examples
of commonly used American business
slang terms and jargon, each with a
definition and sample sentence to
illustrate proper context.

Biz Talk 2:
More American

Business Slang and
Jargon

Over six hundred terms are covered
in ten chapters relating to interna-
tional trade, politics, management,

The ten lessons include:
♦General Office Slang (paper-pusher, desk jockey,
rat race, etc.).
♦Meeting/Negotiation Jargon (to have the floor, to
table a discussion, win-win situation, etc.).
♦Business Travel Jargon (jet lag, business class,
the red-eye, etc.).
♦Sports Terms Used in Business (ballpark figure,
pinch hit, game plan, etc.).
and six others.
Special sections examine
♦Advertising Slang and Jargon
♦Finance Slang and Jargon
♦Marketing Jargon.
Also discussed are innocent American gestures
that can be misinterpreted as offensive or obscene
in other countries. Includes glossary and answer
key.  254 pgs, 6" by 9" softcover with illustrations.
9440172OP Book $16.95

computers, and finance. Chapters include:
♦General Business Slang and Jargon (all systems
are go, in a nutshell, knock-off, etc.).
♦International Trade Slang and Jargon (bill of
lading, export merchant, customs, etc.).
♦Bureaucratese (causal factors, past history,
dysfunctional, etc.).
♦Managment Slang and Jargon(business plan,
downsizing, to reinvent the wheel, etc.).
and six others.
Word games, context exercises, crossword puzzles,
and quizzes test the student's knowledge. Answer
key and glossary are included. 300 pgs, 6" by 9"
softcover with illustrations.
9440199OP Book $16.95

Oxford Dictionary of Business
English For Learners of English

Edited by Allene Tuck, Intermediate-Advanced
This dictionary includes up-to-date vocabulary from
the main areas of business: accounting, advertising,
banking, computing, international trade, law, man-
agement, sales, and the stock exchange. The words
and phrases used in meetings and presentations to
describe manufacturing processes, distribution
systems, and sales performance are also provided.
431440-5 Oxford Dict. of Bus English $17.95

NEW

In The Know:
Understanding and Using

Idiomatic English
Cindy Leaney
Intermediate to High-Intermediate
In the Know: Understanding and Using Idiomatic
English is the last word on idioms as they are used
today.  Based on extensive research in the Cam-
bridge International Corpus, In the Know has 40
four-page units that deal with idioms in contexts like
communicating, money, and relationships; idioms
that describe concepts such as danger, honesty,
and success; and idioms based on key words such
as colors and parts of the body.  Idioms in each unit
are usually presented in a short dialog or story; the
practice pages that follow are divided into three
sections - Focus on Meaning, Focus on Form, and
Focus on Use - that provide dozens of different
exercise types to help students master the phrases.
A reference section gives definitions and examples
from the Cambridge Dictionary of American Idioms to
give students a resource for checking the idioms
they’ve learned.  An answer key is included.
545420CA Student Book $19.00
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Grammar
The Grammar Handbook

Irwin Feigenbaum
Intermediate-Advanced
This book provides clear and detailed explanations
of the forms and uses of grammatical structures
and patterns. Each explanation is followed by
practical exercises that check student comprehen-
sion. Features include a step-by-step presentation
of grammar points in simple, everyday language
and numerous examples. An extensive index is
also included.
434107-0 The Grammar Handbook $19.95

A Practical English
Grammar

A.J. Thompson and A.V. Marti-
net
Intermediate
This classic reference gram-
mar offers:
♦Clear explanations of struc-
tures, with emphasis on their
functions and meanings.
♦Many example sentences
illustrating contemporary

A Basic English Grammar
John Eastwood and Ronald Mackin
Beginning-Intermediate
This book presents grammar structures in short
example sentences accompanied by concise notes
on form and use. A separate book of Exercises
includes an Answer Key
432940-2 A Basic English Grammar $12.95

spoken and written usage.
♦Frequent comparisons between formal and
informal styles.
The Exercises can be used with or without the
grammar. They include an Answer Key.
431342-5 A Prac. English Grammar $17.95
431343-3 Exercises 1 $  8.95
431344-1 Exercises 2 $  8.95

How English Works:
A Grammar Practice

Book
Michael Swan and Catherine
Walter
Intermediate-Advanced
How English Works makes
grammar practice interesting by
presenting rules that are easy to

Oxford Practice
Grammar

New Edition
John Eastwood
Intermediate-High Intermediate
This book contains explanations
of a comprehensive range of
grammar topics with exercises
that provide practice in form

Practical English Usage
New Edition
Michael Swan
Intermediate-Advanced
This unique reference guide addresses problem
points in the language. It gives information and
advice that is practical, clear, reliable, and easy to
find. Most of the book is about grammar, but it
also covers selected points of vocabulary, idiom,
style, pronunciation, and spelling. Practical En-
glish Usage includes:
♦Over 600 concise, authoritative entries.
♦Examples of common mistakes.
♦Illustrations of stylistic differences.
♦Cross-references between related entries.
♦A glossary of language terminology.
♦A complete index.
431197-X Practical English Usage $22.95

understand and remember, with exercises that
entertain as they teach. The book can be used
successfully for self-study or in class. It offers:
♦Short, clear grammar explanations and rules.
♦Information about spoken and written grammar.
♦Simple, reliable examples.
♦Hundreds of illustrations.
♦A useful Answer Key.
431456-1 How English Works $19.95

and use. Example sentences, stories, and illus-
trated conversations show how structures are
used. Review units, twenty-five tests, and an
Answer Key are also included.
431370-0 Oxford Practice Grammar $19.95
431427-8 CD Rom w/ answers $21.95

Nitty Gritty
Grammar
Sentence

Essentials for
Writers

A. Robert Young, Ann O.
Strauch, High Beg.
This text focuses on the
most common sentence-
level errors made among
developing ESL writers by
using reading excerpts and
group activities to illus-
trate correct usage.
657849CA Student's Book $28.00
657830CA Instructor's Manual $  7.50
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Grammar
Intermediate Grammar

From Form to Meaning and Use
Susan Kesner Bland
Intermediate
Intermediate Grammar treats the student as a thinking adult with identi-
fiable language needs. Intermediate students may have seen, heard, or
used most of the structures in the book, but are unable to sustain accurate
and appropriate use of them. Intermediate Grammar works toward more
consistent use of structures in everyday situations, and helps the learner
move beyond these contexts to more abstract language use.
Intermediate students encompass a wide range of English skills, knowl-
edge, and learning styles, which can make teaching them a real challenge.
Intermediate Grammar provides the resources you need to accommodate
these differences and keep your students interested and engaged. Many
students seem unaware of the "grammar" all around them in daily life.
Intermediate Grammar helps you help your students to become more
language-aware and to incorporate a wider range of grammatical forms into
the language they use.
Intermediate Grammar is clear, informative, easy-to-use, and flexible. It works equally well as a
classroom text, reference, or practice book.
♦The form, meaning and use of each structure are clearly presented and then specifically practiced,
giving students ample opportunity to internalize the functions of each form.
♦Authentic language in examples creates contexts that reflect students' actual encounters with English.
♦Accurate explanations describe actual language use and take into account differences between written
and spoken registers.
♦Abundant exercises provide all the practice students need, ranging from controlled work on form to
more communicative work on meaning and use.
♦Intellectually engaging tasks call upon students' judgment, creativity, and problem-solving skills.
♦Self-study features encourage learner independence.
♦Chapter Summaries provide an overview of form, meaning and use.
♦The Glossary of Grammar Terms offers clear explanations and examples of all the terms used in the
book.
♦The Appendices include all the usual lists-irregular verbs, two and three word verbs, gerunds and
infinitives, spelling and pronunciation rules-as well as some less usual ones, such as reporting verbs.
♦The detailed Index offers students multiple ways to look up information; they can access entries by
form, meaning or use and do not need to know grammatical terms to do this.
Split Editions
Intermediate Grammar is also available in split editions. Volume A covers chapters 1-7, and Volume
B covers chapters 8-17.
Teachers Guide
♦Provides presentation ideas and extension activities.
♦Offers photocopiable assessment and achievement quizzes, plus an Answer Key.
434366-9 Student Book $19.95
435276-5 Volume A $11.95
435277-3 Volume B $11.95
434367-7 Teacher's Book $18.50

Grammar Troublespots
An Editing Guide for Students, Third Edition

Ann Raimes, High Intermediate to Low Advanced
The second edition of Grammar Troublespots offers a modified version of the grammar-editing section
that is included in the extremely successful Exploring Through Writing: A Process Approach to ESL
Composition, Third Edition.
♦Illustrates 21 of the errors most prevalent among students through self-diagnostic flowcharts, explana-
tions, and exercises.  Includes new sections on modal verbs and idioms.  Features a redesigned text for
more accessible rules.
532868CA Student's Book $19.00
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Grammar in Use is a highly
successful two-level grammar
series known for its clear expla-
nations and innovative format.
Every unit is a two-page spread,
with presentation of grammar
points on the left-hand page and
practice exercises on the right. A
unique combination of reference
and practice, Basic Grammar in

Grammar In Use
Grammar

Use and Grammar in Use, Intermediate can be
used as classroom texts or for self-study. The new
editions of these books include Audio CDs pack-
aged with the texts, fuller explanations of trouble-
some grammar points, and more exercises. Both
books are available in editions with or without
answers.
COMPONENTS

Basic Grammar In Use, 2nd Edition
626005CA Text w/Answers, 1 CD $33.00
625998CA Text w/o Answers, 1 CD $27.00
797187CA WB w/Answers $19.00
797179CA WB w/o Answers $17.00
Grammar In Use, Intermediate, 2nd Edition
62598XCA Text w/Answers, 1 CD $33.00
625971CA Text w/o Answers, 1 CD $27.00
797209CA WB w/Answers $19.00
797195CA WB w/o Answers $17.00

How English Works:
A Grammar

Handbook with
Readings

Ann Raimes, High Beginning
Using an inductive approach to
teaching grammar, this text
features readings from newspa-
pers, works of nonfiction, and

college textbooks to illustrate the target struc-
tures.
♦Engages students with topics that range from
artificial intelligence and portable computers to the
environment and economics.
♦Introduces 27 important areas of English gram-
mar.
♦Provides a real-world context that allows students
to see how the English language really "works."
65758XCA Student's Book $29.00
657571CA Instructor's Manual $  7.50

Vocabulary in Use is an innovative, corpus-based,
three-level series that helps learners master more
than 6,000 words and phrases in North American
English. Each level presents vocabulary items in
context, introducing new items in manageable two-
page units. The easy-to-use format presents con-
tent- or grammar-based vocabulary on the left-hand
page and engaging practice activities on the right-
hand page.
COMPONENTS
Basic Vocabulary in Use,
Vocabulary in Use, Intermediate
Vocabulary in Use, Upper Intermediate
78865XCA Basic St. Bk w/Ans. $28.00
788641CA Basic St. Bk w/o Ans $28.00
634776CA Int St. Bk w/Ans. $27.00
634784CA Int St. Bk w/o Ans $23.00
577683CA Upper Int St. Bk w/Ans $27.00
577004CA Upper Int St. Bk w/o Ans $23.00

Real Life English
Grammar

Low Beginning-Intermediate ESL 4 book softcover
series
Reinforce the sentence structures used most often.
If your ESL learners need extra help with grammar,
give them practice that also builds critical compe-
tencies.  64 pages.
46255SV Low Beginning Book 1 $12.40
46271SV Beginning Book 2 $12.40
46298SV Low Intermediate Book 3 $12.40
4631XSV Intermediate Book 4 $12.40

Vocabulary in Use
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Teaching Resources

NEW!
Doing Second

Language Research
Ted Rodgers and James Dean
Brown
This book systematically
explains the characteristics and
purposes of various types of
research, including
terminology, the logic
underlying selection, and the
steps typical of each type of
research design.
4371743 Book $24.95

Success in English
Teaching

Paul Davies and Eric Pearse
This is a comprehensive and
readable introduction to
teaching English. It is easy to
follow and suitable for initial
teacher training, but also
provides guidance and fresh
ideas for more experienced
teachers. It offers realistic
ways of achieving success even
with large classes and limited
resources. ©2000
442171-6 Book $22.95

Teaching and
Learning in the

Language
Classroom

Tricia Hedge
This comprehensive handbook
is for educators who want to
develop and explore their
teaching. It involves readers in
their own professional
development and offers
insights into issues, problems,
and possibilities in English
teaching methodology. It is
also useful as a general
reference for the classroom
teacher. Each chapter is
illustrated with examples form
course materials and includes
follow-up activities and
recommended reading. ©2000
442172-4 Book $22.95

How Languages
Are Learned,

Revised Edition
Patsy M. Lightbown and Nina
Spada
Winner, The English Speaking
Union’s Duke of Edinburgh
Award
A revised and updated edition
of this very popular book. This
book presents the main
theories of language acquisition
and considers their bearing on
language teaching. It also
discusses the effects of factors
such as intelligence,
personality, and age on
language learning.   © 1999
437000-3 Book $22.95

Explaining English
Grammar

George Yule
This book is designed to help
teachers understand English
grammar and explain it to their
students. Each chapter focuses
on a problematic area and
includes exercises for students
and teaching ideas. ©1998
437172-7 Book $22.95

Communication
in the Language

Classroom
Tony Lynch
This book is designed to help
teachers analyze effective
communication strategies,
evaluate performance, and
provide learners with
appropriate feedback based on
the actual language used in the
classroom. ©1996
433522-4 Book $22.95
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Teaching Techniques in English as a Second Language
Series Editors: Russell N. Campbell and William E. Rutherford
A unique series of books especially designed to meet the needs of the busy classroom teacher. Teachers
new to the ESL field will rely on these books for practical, step-by-step guidance. Experienced teachers
will find new teaching applications for many of the principles they already value, as well as thought-
provoking questions to stimulate further exploration. Practical, concrete, linguistically-sound answers to
the question of what to do on Monday morning are presented. The authors of each volume in the series
are noted authorities in their field and have had years of teaching and teacher-training experience.

Techniques and
Principles in

Language Teaching
Second Edition

Diane Larsen-Freeman
The second edition of
Techniques and Principles in
Language Teaching includes a
modest updating of all of the
methods presented in the first
edition with the exception of
Chapter 6 which has undergone
a substantial revision to reflect
the evolution of Suggestopedia
(1st ed.) to Desuggestopedia in
this edition. In addition, the
Introduction has been
expanded and methods that
have come into prominence
since the first edition of this
book have been included.
As in the first edition, the
author draws the reader into
classrooms where various
teaching methods and
approaches are being used.
Readers are encouraged to
reflect on their own beliefs and
to develop their own approach
to language teaching. The book
provides practical, step-by-step
guidance for new teachers,
while introducing more
experienced teachers to new
approaches and teaching ideas.
©2000
435574-8  Book $17.95

Techniques in
Teaching Writing

Ann Raimes
Practical procedures for
teachers to follow at every
stage are outlined, including
ways to stimulate students to
write through pictures,
readings, and discussions, and
ways to respond to student
writing as a form of
communication. ©1983
434131-3 Book $17.95

Techniques and
Resources in

Teaching Grammar
Marianne Celce-Murcia and
Sharon L. Hilles
This book is for teachers who
are asking whether, when, and
how to teach grammar. The
first two chapters of the book
address general questions of
grammar in ESL theory and
classroom practice. These are
followed by ideas for creative
teaching of grammar. Included
are specific suggestions for
teaching most of the common,
beginning-level structures,
which are listed separately in a
grammar index for easy
reference. ©1988
434191-7 Book $17.95

Techniques in
Testing

Harold S. Madsen
Testing in all skill areas is
covered. How to write and
evaluate tests is clearly
explained with numerous
examples. Also featured is an
appendix describing the most
important commercial,
proficiency, achievement, and
aptitude tests. ©1983
434132-1  Book $17.95

Techniques and
Resources in

Teaching Reading
Sandra Silberstein
Appropriate for new and
experienced teachers alike, this
book answers both theoretical
and practical questions on the
teaching of reading. The author
offers numerous suggestions
on how to teach expository
prose, non prose reading,
fiction, poetry, and songs, as
well as advice on how to help
students discern opinion from
fact. Textbook examples are
complemented with a chapter
on how teachers can develop
their own materials. ©1993
434134-8 Book $17.95

Techniques in
Teaching

Vocabulary
Virginia French Allen
This book provides a sound
basis for teaching vocabulary,
and answers such questions as
which English words students
need to learn most, and why
some words are easier to learn
than others. ©1983
434130-5 Book $17.95
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Ordering Information
All Orders Should be Addressed to:

Caswell & Caswell
3571 Newgate
Troy, MI  48084

WHEN ORDERING BY PHONE please let us know if a confirming purchase order will
be sent.  This will help us avoid possible problems with duplicate orders.

To Order Toll Free Call: 1-800-757-7668
To Order by Fax 1-248-646-4359

METHOD OF SHIPMENT will be United Postal Service unless special request is made
by the customer or we see a need to ship via another service.

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES are typically 10% of the total order.  There is a
$4.50 minimum charge.  Residential customers have a minimum charge of $5.25

ORDERS FROM INDIVIDUALS should be prepaid.  Be sure to include state sales tax.

ALL CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO:
CASWELL & CASWELL

ORDERS FROM EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS should include a purchase order
number when possible and must be on either official stationary or an official purchase
order form.

CLASSROOM DISCOUNTS ARE AVAILABLE.
PLEASE CALL FOR INFORMATION.

EXAMINE ALL MATERIALS AS SOON AS RECEIVED!  Notify us of damaged or
missing items immediately.

ALL RETURNS MUST BE AUTHORIZED BY CASWELL & CASWELL.  Permission to
return should be requested and authorized in writing.  We will not issue credit on unau-
thorized returns.  All returned material must be in perfect, unmarked, saleable condition.

ALL PRICES IN THIS CATALOG are subject to change because of possible producer
price changes.  We bill at the producer’s latest selling price.  In case of a sizable in-
crease in price, we will notify prior to shipment for confirmation.



To order by phone
Call 1-800-757-7668
Fax:  248-646-4359

william.caswell@sbcglobal.net

CASWELL & CASWELL
ORDER FORM
Ship To:

Name:________________________________________

Institution:__________________________________

Department:_________________________________

St. Address:_________________________________

City/State/Zip:_______________________________

Telephone:_(_____)___________________________

EMail Address ______________________________

Bill To: (if  different)

Name:________________________________________

Institution:__________________________________

Department:_________________________________

St. Address:_________________________________

City/State/Zip:_______________________________

Telephone:_(_____)___________________________

Fax:_(_____)__________________________________

Payment Method: (Check One)

 Payment Enclosed
 Bill my Institution

P.O.#__________________________________

Shipping & Handling Charges:
10% of total purchase

$4.50 minimum S&H Charge
$5.25 minimum Residential S&H Charge

Date All orders are shipped net 30 days.  Returns must have written authorization from us.

$ TOT. COSTITEM# QTY PRODUCT DESCRIPTION $ EACH

Subtotal

Sales Tax

Shipping
TOTAL

CASWELL & CASWELL
3571 Newgate, Troy, MI  48084
www.teachersmarketplace.com

 Yes!  I would like to join your mailing list!

mailto:william.caswell@sbcglobal.net
http://www.teachersmarketplace.com/
mailto:william.caswell@sbcglobal.net?subject=Sign me up for your mailing list!
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